The relationship between protein sequence and structure arises entirely from amino acid physical properties. An alternative method is therefore proposed to identify homologs in which residue equivalence is based exclusively on the pairwise physical property similarities of sequences. This approach, the property factor method (PFM), is entirely different from those in current use. A comparison is made between our method and PSI BLAST. We demonstrate that traditionally defined sequence similarity can be very low for pairs of sequences (which therefore cannot be identified using PSI BLAST), but similarity of physical property distributions results in almost identical 3D structures. The performance of PFM is shown to be better than that of PSI BLAST when sequence matching is comparable, based on a comparison using targets from CASP10 (89 targets) and CASP11 (51 targets). It is also shown that PFM outperforms PSI BLAST in informatically challenging targets.
The relationship between protein sequence and structure arises entirely from amino acid physical properties. An alternative method is therefore proposed to identify homologs in which residue equivalence is based exclusively on the pairwise physical property similarities of sequences. This approach, the property factor method (PFM), is entirely different from those in current use. A comparison is made between our method and PSI BLAST. We demonstrate that traditionally defined sequence similarity can be very low for pairs of sequences (which therefore cannot be identified using PSI BLAST), but similarity of physical property distributions results in almost identical 3D structures. The performance of PFM is shown to be better than that of PSI BLAST when sequence matching is comparable, based on a comparison using targets from CASP10 (89 targets) and CASP11 (51 targets). It is also shown that PFM outperforms PSI BLAST in informatically challenging targets.
homology modeling | amino acid physical properties | protein structure prediction T he prediction of protein structure from sequence is a central problem in molecular biology, with important practical applications. The most reliable approach to this problem is homology modeling (1) (2) (3) , in which the structure of a target sequence is modeled on the known structures of candidate proteins whose sequences are judged to be similar to that of the target. The standard procedure for calculating the degree of similarity between two sequences involves alignment techniques. Sequence alignment, in its usual incarnation, involves two computational features: i) a matrix that establishes a quantitative degree of similarity between any two amino acids; and ii) a procedure for locating equivalent subsequence fragments in the two sequences of interest and assessing numerical penalties for the presence of insertions or deletions in one sequence relative to the other.
In previous work (4), we discussed the problems associated with this approach. In standard alignment, equivalence matrices are self-referential, in the sense that they are generally constructed from alignments. Biases and preconceptions inherent in the initial alignment will therefore be incorporated in a nonlinear fashion into the final result. In the present work, we use a residue-equivalence measure based entirely on amino acid physical properties (5) [the property factor-based method (PFM), details of which are given in Methods]. As a result, no preconceptions as to correct matches color our results. Furthermore, a matrix-matching algorithm adapted from image processing is used to provide an extremely efficient sequence search/matching procedure. It is shown that, together, these lead to results that are not attainable by current methods and to the accurate prediction of structures that were poorly predicted in the two most recent CASP (critical assessment of protein structure prediction) exercises. This approach recalibrates what is possible using sequence alignment, and in the process eliminates much of the computational complexity that arises in the application of traditional methods.
Results
Results for 51 CASP11 Targets. Fig. 1 shows the root mean square structure deviations (RMSDs) for 51 targets from CASP11, plotted against the maximum percentage of the predicted candidate structure that can be aligned to the target protein. A similar plot based on the TM (template modeling) score is shown in Fig. S1 . Results are shown for the best candidate (among the top five), obtained using both PFM and PSI BLAST (6, 7) . The RMSDs were calculated using TMalign (8) . We also show a linear fit to the points for each method, color-coded to match the data points.
A large majority of the most successful matches arise from PFM. It can be seen from the plot that this approach gives 11 matches with RMSDs less than 2.0 Å, whereas PSI BLAST gives 5 matches. For the five targets for which PSI BLAST gave highquality candidates, PFM gave candidates that were as good or better. In every case, at least one of the top five candidates was the same for both methods, and in four of the five cases, the top candidates were identical. For six more targets, PSI BLAST was not able to match the performance of PFM.
A more detailed picture of the advantages of PFM can be obtained by examining the candidates for a specific target. In Fig.  2 , we show 4R3Z chain A ( Fig. 2A) , which PFM predicted as the best candidate for target T0797 (Fig. 2B) . PSI BLAST selected 3ODZ (Fig. 2C) as the best candidate. It can be seen from the sequences shown in Fig. 2 that the candidate predicted by PFM matched the full 37 residue sequence, despite the fact that only 3 of 37 residues were identical-about 8% of the target sequence. Nevertheless, the RMSD of the predicted structure was 0.73Å. The best candidate found by PSI BLAST has about 13% identity to the target sequence, but matched only 31 discontinuous residues, with an RMSD of 2.09 Å. Our predicted structure for this target is based on a candidate with much lower sequence similarity in the sense of traditional sequence alignment, but is nevertheless of much higher quality than the structure predicted by PSI BLAST. Similarly, two different 20-residue segments were obtained by Kidera et al. (9) Another example is shown in Fig. 3 for target T0845 (Fig. 3A) . It is clearly seen that the candidate predicted by PFM (Fig. 3B) 
Significance
The traditional approaches to alignment, in general, are based on evolutionary preconceptions. As a result, prebiasing encoded in these methodologies produces results that tend to be in accordance with initial expectation. A method of sequence alignment in which residue equivalence is based entirely on the physical properties of amino acids is introduced here. This approach has no bias in favor of any sequence dataset, eliminates much of the computational complexity inherent in traditional approaches, and gives good results for structures that were poorly predicted in the two most recent CASP exercises. has the key barrel domain of the actual structure, despite the fact that the N-terminal parts of the candidate and target proteins are completely different. Based on results from TMalign, the candidate found by PFM can fit 306 residues of the target with 3.86-Å RMSD. As shown in Fig. 3C , PSI BLAST found a candidate that has parallel β stands, with a structure very different from that of the target. PSI BLAST matched 143 residues with 6.50 Å.
In this example, the PFM candidate has only 9% sequence similarity to the target, but has the same barrel-like fold as the target.
Results for 89 CASP10 Targets. It is particularly instructive to compare the performance of the two methods on targets from CASP10. In Fig. 4 , we show a plot comparable to Fig. 1 , for 89 targets from CASP10. A similar plot based on the TM score is shown in Fig. S2 . The number of targets for which PFM produces candidates with RMSD < 2.0 Å is now only marginally larger than that produced by PSI BLAST: 21 vs. 19. It should be noted, however, that the CASP10 targets had already been incorporated into the training database used to parameterize the version of PSI BLAST that we used. This observation highlights an important distinction between the two approaches. When PSI BLAST, which is information based, incorporates the answers that we are trying to find into its parameterization, its performance improves. The PFM, which is based on physical properties, does not rely on prior knowledge and leads to significantly better results in informatically challenging searches. This difference is apparent in the results reported above for the CASP11 targets, which are not incorporated into the present version of PSI BLAST.
It should also be noted that in the region of Fig. 4 in which at least 90% of the sequence of the target was successfully matched, PFM outperformed PSI BLAST strongly: 19 vs. 14 predictions with RMSD < 2.0 Å. More generally, it can be seen from the linear plots in both Figs. 1 and 4 that PFM outperforms PSI BLAST strongly once the percentage match exceeds 80-85%. This crossover occurs because we have made no provision in the current version of PFM to account for sequence insertions and deletions. The comparison between the two methods is therefore most accurate in the high-percentage region of the plots, where both methods "see" essentially the same block of sequence. In this region, the true significance of the use of physical properties to establish residue equivalence becomes apparent.
Among CASP10 targets, examples can also be found that illustrate the difference between the two methods. As seen in Fig.  5 , in the case of Target T0739 (Fig. 5A) , which was one of the most difficult targets in CASP10, the candidate arising from PFM (Fig. 5B) can align 357 of 748 residues, at an 8.32-Å RMSD cutoff. The PSI BLAST result (Fig. 5C ) can align 175 residues at a 6.88-Å RMSD cutoff. The PFM candidate has a higher RMSD value but aligns 182 more residues than PSI BLAST. Moreover, Fig. 1 . Performance comparison between the PFM (red triangles) and PSI BLAST (blue circles) based on all 51 targets with known structure from CASP11. The associated linear fits are shown using the same coloring. The performance of PFM surpasses that of the PSI BLAST method beginning at ∼80% sequence length match. Fig. 2 . Comparison between the PFM candidate (A), the experimental structure (B), and the PSI BLAST candidate (C) for target T0797 of CASP11. PFM produced a full-length 3D structure nearly identical to the experimental structure, even though only three residues are in common in an alignment of the two sequences. The RMSD between structures A and B is 0.73 Å. PSI BLAST, however, predicted a helical structure that covers only part of the target structure (31 of 37 residues in total), with an RMSD of 2.09 Å. Note that, in this and the following figures, a rainbow spectrum was used to color molecules, with color ranging from blue at the N terminus to red at the C terminus. it is clear that PFM has captured the packing arrangement of the target far more reliably.
Discussion
Traditional homology modeling methods have enjoyed considerable success. However, the limits of what is possible using those methods are now increasingly evident. To make progress in this area, it is necessary to explicitly account for the fact that protein folding is a physics problem and that the physical properties of the amino acids must form the basis for homology detection. Two sequences with similar physical property distributions will very likely have similar 3D structure. It should be pointed out that two protein sequences that have similar linear arrangements of amino acids will have similar physical property distributions but that similar physical property distributions do not necessarily arise from similar amino acid sequences. The targets highlighted in Figs. 2 and 3 illustrate this point.
The property factors (9) can be used to represent the longitudinal distribution of physical properties along a protein chain. Because this longitudinal distribution is the ultimate manner in which the native structure of a protein is encoded in its sequence, the property factor matrix of a protein sequence is equivalent to its 3D structure.
The method proposed here is conceptually simple, and the associated mathematics is easy to use. It will work with any current Protein Data Bank (PDB) database, and no training set is needed. As new structures are added to the PDB, they can simply be added to a protein homology search database. As an example of computational cost, using an i7-4930K desktop with 64 GB of memory, most of the predictions reported can be finished in 10 min (depending to some extent on target chain length).
Although the PFM approach is a powerful tool, there are some targets for which we can predict only about 40% of the whole target sequence. It should be remembered that any method depends for success on the properties of the PDB. For some target proteins, there are no candidates in the PDB with similar physical property distributions along their chains. In such cases, it is not surprising that no match was found for the target.
An important observation that became apparent in the course of this work is that PFM can predict not only local structure, but also the overall fold of sequences, as illustrated in Fig. 5 . This characteristic is particularly helpful when studying large proteins for which traditional methods cannot produce high-probability homology matches. It is a natural consequence of the fact that the property factors reflect the longitudinal distribution of physical properties in the sequence, which is the origin of the long-range interactions that stabilize the molecule.
We conclude that the PFM approach is able to detect sequence similarities arising from shared physical characteristics, which are not apparent to traditional alignment-based methods. It can therefore be used to find appropriate homology candidates with greater reliability than current methods.
Methods
This work differs from traditional homology modeling methods (6, (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) , which are based on empirical sequence equivalencies and evolutionary assumptions, in that the present approach is based on the axiom that the physical properties written into a protein sequence are the key determinants Fig. 4 . Performance comparison between PFM (red triangles) and PSI BLAST (blue circles) for all 89 targets with known structure from CASP10. The associated linear fits are shown using the same coloring. The performance of PFM surpasses that of the PSI BLAST method at ∼87% sequence length match. Table 1 . (It should be noted that some sequences in the PDB contain nonstandard amino acids. Property factors for these residues were set to zero, so that the matrix for the relevant sequence retains correct dimensions.)
The degree of similarity of two sequences represented by such matrices can be calculated using a fast normalized cross-correlation (FNCC) algorithm adapted from image processing. The FNCC algorithm is often used to measure the degree of similarity between different images. In this work, the algorithm proposed by Lewis (21) (embodied in Eq. 1) was used. This algorithm yields a cosine-like correlation coefficient γ between two matrices f and t
In Eq. 1, t is the mean of the matrix t(x,y) that overlapped with f ðx, yÞ, and f u is the mean of the matrix f ðx, yÞ. In the present work, f and t are matrix representations of amino acid sequences, and u is a chain-position offset that enables us to compare sequences of differing lengths. A total of 273,959 sequences from the PDB were included in the search database used in this work. All these sequences were from the Research Collaboratory for Structural Bioinformatics (RCSB) website (www.rcsb.org) and were downloaded on 10/14/2014. Correlation of the target sequence with sequences containing more than 20% nonstandard amino acids are ignored unless there are no other matching candidates with standard amino acids.
All candidates from the sequence database were sorted by their correlation coefficients (Eq. 1) to the target sequence, and those candidates whose sequence lengths were greater than 88% of that of the original target sequence were selected for further processing using the TMalign program (8) provided by the Zhang group at zhanglab.ccmb.med.umich. edu/TM-align/.
As test targets we chose all 89 targets with known PDB structures from CASP10 and all 51 targets with known PDB structure from CASP11 (as of 10/14/ 2014) to benchmark PFM. PSI BLAST version BLASTP 2.2.30+ was used for comparison purposes. Default parameters used on the PSI BLAST website were used, and the number of maximum iterations was set at 50.
A step-by-step procedure to obtain the best candidate for each target is the following:
Step 1. Convert an N-residue target sequence to a 10 property-factor matrix that is an N × 10 matrix.
Step 2. Convert each sequence in the PDB to a 10 property-factor matrix.
Step 3. Use Eq. 1 to calculate the normalized cross-correlation factor between the target and every sequence in the PDB. If the length of the sequence of the target and candidate are different, the shorter one was slid on top of the longer one (the sliding will generate more than one correlation number, and we take the largest one).
Step 4. Five sequences in the PDB with the highest normalized correlation coefficient were selected. (However, we required that the sequence we selected must be longer than 88% of the target sequence. The reason is that the length difference between the target and the candidate should be small enough to minimize the influence of such fragment.)
Step 5. All top five candidates were evaluated based on the structural alignment obtained by using the TMalign program, and the best one was selected based on the maximum length of the fragment that can be fitted to the target structure. (The same strategy was also used for PSI BLAST.) S1 . Performance comparison between the PFM (red triangles) and PSI BLAST (blue circles) represented using TM scores based on all 51 targets with known structure from CASP11. The associated linear fits are shown using the same coloring. The performance of PFM surpasses that of the PSI BLAST method beginning at ∼85% sequence length match. 
